What’s new this week?

**Virtual Visits**
- Supports in place among all respondents shared to meet needs locally if a 92%
- 89% urban/suburban practices are testing on success you’ve experienced during COVID-19. We are overwhelmed by the response of people wanting to share their story. We are working to answer questions as a "best practices exchange" of information.

**Testing for Financial Impact**
- Among practices not affiliated with a hospital system or clinical network, 79% have enough guidance on consideration for reopening for supports in place. (N = 39)
- Department, administrative to answer questions at all levels.

**SNOCAP/Practice Innovation Program survey between May 1-11, 2020.**

- Additonal practice symptom criteria (N = 37).
- Unaffiliated practice:
  - Risk factors (N = 37)
  - Financial impact on practices
  - Testing and availability of testing

- Testing on symptom criteria and risk factors varies greatly based on urban, rural, and video-based patient visits.

- Data presented is not intended to be representative of what all urban or rural practices are facing state-wide.

**Across Department**
- Considering closing Furloughs and layoffs at all levels.
- Housing most pressing legal and/or social needs for patients:
  - 26% of respondents practice in patient medicine.

**Survey Result Periods**
- 38% receiving information elsewhere, unsure how to coordinate casework management in addition to virtual patient visits.

**Survey**
- Applications and/or receipt of loans available to department reduced.

**NOCAP**
- Applications and/or receipt of loans available to department reduced.

**Traveling with Patient**
- How to deal with patients dealing with patients... .

**Contact Us & Follow Along**
- 402/892-5010
- allyson.gottsmann@cuanschutz.edu
- Allyson Gottsmann - Colorado Health

**S P O T L I G H T**
- Colorado Primary Care Response COVID-19
- SNOCAP is a network of primary care providers and health centers working together to coordinate care, improve communication, and better serve the needs of patients during COVID-19. The web site is http://bit.ly/SNOCAP website.

Thank you to those of you that shared your story of changes and improvements to practices. We hope this information is useful to other practices and providers. Contact us if you would like more information or to share your story. We are here to help. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to reach out to us directly.

We appreciate your support in making sure this crisis ends as quickly as possible. Our thoughts and prayers are with you and your patients.

Thank you for all you are doing. We look forward to continuing to work together to support our community.

Shannon Mohr
Director of SNOCAP and Practice Innovation Program

Dr. Shannon Mohr
Colorado Medicine


1144 Grant Avenue, Suite 100
Denver, CO 80203

303-795-9780

snocap@colorado.edu
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